
 
 

 

         

 

 
Market Roundup - July 29 

BEHAVIOURAL FINANCE 
  

“The more choices you have, the less likely you are to choose.” 
 
When we are confronted with too much information - or too many choices - we tend to over-
analyse this information to the point of not making a decision. This is referred to as Analysis 
Paralysis, also known as Choice Paralysis.  
 
Example: 
E just celebrated her birthday last weekend and received six evening dresses as birthday gifts. 
She is attending a gala dinner in two days, and decides she would choose one of these dresses 
as an outfit for the gala. On the day before the event, E spends about 3 hours deciding which of 
her new dresses she should wear. She then decides to go shopping for a new dress instead, as 
she was unable to decide between those she already owned. 
 
From this example, we can conclude that having too many options prevented E from making a 
choice between the dresses. In the end, she opted for something completely different to her 
initial plan. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Example:  
B decides to visit his uncle overseas. B loves having cereal for breakfast, and coco-pops happen 
to be his favourite. The morning of B’s arrival, B decides to pop into the supermarket down the 
road to get some cereal. The cereal aisle was long and packed with different assortments and 
unfamiliar cereal brands. B thought there were just way too many cereal options to choose from, 
and therefore decided to buy bacon and eggs instead. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In both examples above, the subjects are confronted with quite a number of options; this forces 
them into choosing something completely different to their initial idea. In an investment context, 
this could have been a simple case of choosing which of the 10 new stocks to include into your 
portfolio (assume they all have incredibly similar characteristics), or choosing which funds to 
invest in. This is the Analysis Paralysis in effect.  

BLOOMBERG CLOSING PRICES 
 

Closing Price July 27th, Monday 
 

July 28th, Tuesday 
 

CURRENCIES 
    

£/$ 0.6427 
 

0.6405 
 

$/€ 1.1088 
 

1.1060 
 

£/€ 0.7127 
 

0.7083 
 

   
  
 

R/$ 12.6196  12.5681 
 

     

COMMODITIES (in $) 
    

Gold 1093.98 
 

1095.48 
 

Brent Crude 53.47 
 

53.30 
 

Platinum 982.50 
 

984.65 
 

 

     

         

 



INDICES: 
   

% Perf. 

S&P 500 2067.64 
 

2093.25 1.2% 

FTSE 100 6505.13   6555.28 0.8% 

MSCI World 4661.259   4697.526 0.8% 

MSCI US 5641.912   5710.41 1.2% 

MSCI UK 9061.064   9131.278 0.8% 

MSCI Europe ex. UK 206.38 
 

208.22 0.9% 

MSCI Emerging Markets 380.7 
 

380.15 -0.1% 

ASX 200 5589.886  5584.685 -0.1% 
 
Source: Bloomberg 

NEWS 

1. Chinese shares end three-day losing streak 
2. Brussels rejects Yanis Varoufakis' claims that troika controlled Greek tax system 
3. South Korea declares 'de facto end' to Mers virus 
4. Barclays reports 25% rise in profits 
5. One Simple Chart That Shows the Problem Facing Big Oil 
6. UPS Agrees to Buy 46 Million Gallons of Renewable Diesel 
7. 3,500 migrants try to enter Channel Tunnel to go from France to UK 
8. GM to invest $1 billion in India, plans to double market share by 2020 

INTEREST ARTICLES 

 The 3 biggest unconscious biases in hiring decisions 

 Procter & Gamble chooses 35-year company veteran as new CEO 

 MTN pulls out of Qhubeka 

 Foreigners laundering billions in London real estate 

 Chinese company proposes fining workers for "unapproved" pregnancies 

 Steve Jobs movie gets prestigious film festival slot 

 'Happy Birthday!' is dead, and it's all Facebook's fault 

 Amazon wants a special air zone for its fancy delivery drones 

 Archbishop Desmond Tutu readmitted to hospital 

 Dentist who killed Cecil the lion faces calls for prosecution 

 Windows 10 launch is a 'new era', says Microsoft boss 

 Making Sense of Bank Stock Valuations 

 Alarm Bell Rings in Tokyo at Rapid Rise in German Exports to China 

 How Pipelines Saved America's Biggest Oil Basin From Shale Bust 
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